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CAD / CAM FOR EXCEPTIONAL PARTS
Nowadays, automatic turning multi-tasking machines (MTM) have become genuine machining centres which
performing turning operations, naturally, but which also perform milling, burnishing, thread whirling, decoration and many other operations. To ensure efficient programming these complex operations, companies have
found the need to use a CAD / CAM system to effectively and efficiently program parts. Meeting at atokalpa
with Richard Steulet, Bar Turning Manager and Yannick Meyer, Technical Sales Engineer at Productec, supplier
of GibbsCAM software.

atokalpa produces very small runs of parts for some of the most prestigious watch movements in the world, for example the titanium balance for the Parmigiani
Bugatti super sport.

atokalpa specializes in the production of luxury parts,
subassemblies and in particular moving parts for
the movements of watches for many of the worlds
premier watch companies, such as Parmigiani and
other prestigious brands. The company is today
renowned in this very demanding field thanks to
its significant investment in creating, maintaining
and developing the necessary expertise and tools
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to manufacture these small and high precision parts.
This work can be achieved quite efficiently due to
the fact that it can rely on a fleet of some twenty
different types of automatic turning machine,
Richard Steulet states : “We produce all the very complex high precision parts on Deco 10 machines. This
is by far the best machine for this demanding type
of work”.
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Integration of GibbsCAM and the TB-Deco is optimal, Richard Steulet wouldn’t want to
go back to previous working methods.

WHAT DO I DO IF I NEED HELP ?
When you purchase GibbsCAM, Productec offers a
maintenance contract which includes comprehensive
support, including :
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Richard Steulet states : “The service works well, the
Productec team are experts in their field and they have
always dealt with our enquiries quickly and efficiently.”

Richard Steulet works on a 15’’ laptop and programming is comfortable. The only
constraint is finding a PC which is powerful enough (2 Ghz processor, 2 Gb Ram and
512 Mb graphics card).
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Fully equipped machines
To produce parts such as the titanium or CuBe
balance with precision in the range of +/- 2 μ, the
machines are fully equipped, i.e. with 4 or 5 HF spindles and 14 tools on the two plattens (thanks to the
Tecko system from Bimu which significantly increases
the number of tool positions) and the company takes
the greatest care to ensure this. On such parts, which
take only 8 minutes to machine, turning is just a minute’s work. All the other operations are performed
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by interpolating the X / Y / C axes… and it is here that
CAD / CAM is the perfect addition to complement
the TB-Deco.

Impressive torque
Richard Steulet explains : “We work with the TB-Deco
and GibbsCAM to programme our parts. But for
complex operations we focus upon GibbsCAM to
generate the ISO code which we simply transfer into
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Within the Deco 10 workshop, the machines work 18 hours a day and 6 days a week in a controlled atmosphere. Tolerances of + /- 2 μ are commonplace.

the TB-Deco”. Mr. Meyer states : “GibbsCAM is highly
modular and atokalpa has chosen to work with a version adapted to our needs which enables us to combine the advantages of the TB-Deco and GibbsCAM”.
According to Richard Steulet, who has over 15 years’
experience in bar turning and has worked on several
systems, combining the TB-Deco and GibbsCAM is
by far the best option for producing very elaborate
and / or complex parts.
How does it work ?
The technical department sends the 3D body of the
part to be produced to Richard Steulet. He works in
GibbsCAM, and because these parts often belong to
families of parts, the specialist calls up the processes
stored in the software and stipulates which tools to
use using the integrated database, then GibbsCAM
generates the ISO code. He opens the part in the
TB-Deco and applies the code in the relevant operations and it’s ready to go. TB-Deco’s visualisation
tools mean the code’s trajectories are controlled
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immediately. Richard Steulet adds : “Software does
not mean you don’t have to think when it comes to
the manufacturing process, but it does save us a considerable amount of time. Programming as described
above only takes around twenty minutes”.
Knowledge bases
“We implement new set-ups every day and we are
constantly improving our processes. Furthermore,
these processes are instantly saved in GibbsCAM so,
when producing a part with similar constraints (for
example to take into account the deformation of the
material in micro machining pockets on balances),
the program reuses processes we have already optimised” explains Richard Steulet. In terms of tools,
Productec has provided atokalpa with a number
of tools in the database to begin and it has been
expanded from there. Richard Steulet calls up and
modifies these on request. Mr. Meyer adds : “We are
very flexible in terms of the solutions we offer our
customers. In this case, as atokalpa often uses the

same types of tool and they only changes the dimensions. We have provided them with a customised
catalogue and they adapt the tools as necessary”. The
combination of these two knowledge bases ensures
that optimal programming can be performed quickly,
easily and accurately.
Can it be that simple ?
Reading the above could make you think that it is
very simple to produce such parts. While this is true
in part, it is important not to forget the importance
of technical experience and expertise in software.
Richard Steulet explains : “GibbsCAM really is a very
powerful piece of software with a very user-friendly
interface. It is true that we work quickly and simply
with the powerful NC programming tools GibbsCAM

provides“ but, that said, Mr. Meyer states : “Like any
program, it is not something one masters overnight
and we recommend that our customers undertake
training to become proficient in GibbsCAM’s numerous NC programming strategies. For bar turners, it’s
something of a new mindset to acquire a productivy
tool like GibbsCAM which once proficient provides
an excellent return on the investment as is the case
with atokalpa”
What would happen if GibbsCAM
were not available ?
“Ideally we use GibbsCAM and the TB-Deco to programme all our complex operations. Anything’s
possible of course, but working without GibbsCAM
would complicate our work considerably and would
take us a great deal longer” answers Richard Steulet.
He concludes : “I’ve worked on many systems and
with many machines but, for fast and complex setups, combining GibbsCAM and the TB-Deco is the
best solution to produce very expensive watch parts.”

atokalpa
Succursale de Alle de
SFF Composants Horlogers S.A.
Route de Miécourt 2
Case postale 120
2942 Alle
Tel. + 41 32 471 01 40
Fax +41 32 471 24 75
info@atokalpa.ch
www.atokalpa.ch

LOGICIELS ET SERVICES DE PROGRAMMATION CNC

Productec SA
Grands Champs 5
2842 Rossemaison
Tel. + 41 32 421 44 33
Fax + 41 32 421 44 39
info@productec.ch
www.productec.ch
Tonda 1950 Limited Edition
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